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We have a number of accessories available for our system platforms. 
The following is not exhaustive, but does represent our more popular hire and sale items.

Please do contact us should you have any other installation/use issues as chances are
we have either done it, have a standard solution or can tell you how to do it!
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40x40mm Rolled Aluminium profile,supplied in 5.1m lengths
or cut to size including mitred corners if required.

Comes pre-drilled and countersunk for ease of installation
(1”x8 silver wood screws available on request)

An ideal and simple to install solution to traditional mitred corners,
leaving a safe rounded corner with no adaptation to the platform and
in the same rolled 40x40mm finish as our standard aluminium trim lengths.
Comes in standard 400mmx400mm lengths, although other sizes are available.

Comes pre-drilled and countersunk for ease of installation
(1”x8 silver wood screws available on request)



Ramp Nosing

100mm Eco Floor Skirting
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25x18mm Rolled aluminium trim an ideal solution for finishing ramp
and matches our standard 40x40mm rolled aluminium trim.

Comes pre-drilled and countersunk for ease of installation
(1”x8 silver wood screws available on request)

Bespoke skirting brackets hold 6mm MDF painted skirting in position. 
Aluminium trim is simply screwed in on top to trap in place.

Standard black finish although other colours available at an 
additional nominal cost.



500x500mm MDF Eco Tile

1000x500mm MDF Eco Tile
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Ideal for mains positions, make ups, steelwork cuts, exact cable points,
recessed sockets, exact ramp positions, odd sized platforms,
angled platforms and much more

Can be used with either 40mm Eco floor (23mm timber bearers) or
100mm Eco Floor (82mm timber bearers). 4 standardised timber bearers
are supplied with each 500x500 Eco Tile.

Much like the 500x500mm MDF tile, used where larger spigot plates
are needed or exact position of protrusion is unknown and may
lay between 2 tiles. Also ideal for flying protruding cable ducts.



Elevate mains Panel

Elevate Skirting

960x500mm MDF CNC Eco Ramp
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Used for bringing mains points and other larger services through the Elevate Platform.  Also for steelwork,
recessed sockets and exact cable points. Slots exactly into the platform where a standard tile is
removed with a central bearer provided to give extra strength. Can also be cut in half to provide a
make up for .5x.5m dimension platforms.

Bespoke skirting brackets hold 6mm MDF painted skirting in position.  Aluminium trim is simply screwed
in on top to trap in place.

Standard black finish although other colours available at an additional nominal cost.

Slots effortlessly into the 40mm Eco Floor with no additional tooling required.
Also available for 100mm Eco Floor.
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Bespoke Aluminium Ramped Edging

Short Nose CheckerplateShort nose smooth

Available in brushed or checker plate finish and sized to fit on top of our
40mm Eco Floor, with 2 x folded corner solutions on offer so no unsightly welding!
We have 2 standard solutions, short and long nose in either finish,
although we can have either finish made to size up to and beyond 500mm.

Drilled and countersunk for easy installation and a central cleat fixing point
(18mm ply cleats included) to eliminate trip hazard between lengths
and increase overall appearance. (1”x8 silver wood screws available on request)


